Majesco ClaimVantage Integrated Disability and
Absence Management (IDAM)
Streamline the life cycle of each claim end-to-end, increasing claim processing
efficiency and improving the user experience.

Ready to Improve your Absence
& Disability Management?
Integrate Your Claims For
Operational Excellence
As more employers look to outsource absence
and disability programs, the opportunity for you to
expand your business is growing.
If you’re struggling to effectively manage multiple
federal and state leave types for FMLA, disability,
and ADA requests in an efficient manner, perhaps
your technology stack is to blame. Investing in a
modern platform will allow you to take advantage
of this growing market opportunity.

Let Technology Give You Confidence
Managing multiple employers, with multiple benefits, across multiple locations is challenging.
Our absence and IDAM platforms provide you with an integrated approach to managing this complex
block of business, with built-in rules to alleviate your FMLA compliance concerns.

Investing in a SaaS solution can positively impact your ROI
and improve the customer experience
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Business Value Delivered
Let Our Platform Do the Heavy Lifting for You
 Automated workflows and notifications are configurable by client, allowing you to focus on managing
claims rather than on administrative steps
 Provides a single point of intake for all claims
 Employee eligibility and entitlement for all applicable leaves is automatically determined when a
leave is requested
 Our absence experts stay on top of regulatory changes, so you don’t have to
 Automated tasks are generated to confirm each step in your process is complete, helping ensure
compliance
 Keep employers and employees updated with automated email, letters or text messages
 Access information digitally from any location, based on the permissions established by you for each
system profile
 Portal access allows employees to create claims, obtain notifications and forms, and access real-time
updates
 Better manage each case end-to-end

Maximize your ROI through
increased productivity

Customers Using Our Absence & IDAM Platforms Have Reported:
30% increase in efficiency
More confident compliance audits
Powerful reporting tool for better insights to make data-driven decisions
Better management of overall employee health, due to more opportunities for
intervention
An overall better customer experience
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